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A Study in Donor Quality — How One Greek 
Foundation Spent Less and Got More

Connect with us!      @GabrielGroup

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF AN ESTABLISHED RELATIONSHIP SINCE 2006, Gabriel Group and Delta Delta Delta 
Foundation achieved an amazing feat this past fiscal year by proving how powerful cultivating the right donors 
and talking to them the right way can be. 

From their 2018 fiscal year to their 2019 fiscal year, Tri Delta mailed nearly 40,000 fewer pieces to 
13,000 fewer recipients, but gained almost 275 more donors. Boasting a 1.39% increase in response 
rate, the Foundation has received over $23,000 more in donations. This overall effort has netted over 
$32,000 by itself year over year – and the campaign isn’t even done yet! *   

So … how did they do it? Let us tell you the story. 

It all started in the planning stage, like all successful fundraising programs do. While strategizing for the new year 
ahead during the summer of 2018, Gabriel Group and Tri Delta decided an entirely new program was in order to 
increase the bottom line and freshen up communications. A completely reworked program was then developed 
that included 15+ changes, including an enhancement of highly personalized pieces and copy based on donor 
profiles. The outcome: less money spent, less pieces mailed and a staggering increase in dollars.
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Year Pieces Mailed # of Donors Response Rate ROI
2017-2018 111,497 1,257 2.30% $82,579.88

2018-2019 73,425 1,530 3.69% $115,012.30

What’s the reasoning here?  

Making a conscious choice to build your donor database and invest in targeted messaging pays off.

Rome wasn’t built in a day, and neither will your long-term fundraising goals. By tailoring your messaging to 
specific audience segments and focusing on personal and powerful details, your donor pool will be filled with 
the best, most generous givers you can find who will 
continue to grow their commitment over time – even 
when you spend less money to do so.

Donor quality doesn’t have to be a mystery if you let it. 
Let Gabriel Group help you build better donors and raise 
more money. And if you want to hear the long version 
of our story, reach out to our Greek Account Director, 
Laura, at laura.vechiarella@gabrielgroup.com or give her 
a call at 314.743.5778.

*All numbers are preliminary and are pulled from reports ran on April 1 
of both years. The 2018-2019 campaign closes out on July 31, 2019.

Join us for a discussion on everything from annual funds to planned giving and direct mail 
to digital! We’re so excited to now provide full-service marketing opportunities to our 
nonprofit clients and can’t wait to share partner success stories with you and your team. 
Don’t miss your opportunity to sign up and learn more about the topics listed below!

Save the Date!
A Virtual Open House on Full-service Fundraising and Membership

• Personalization
• Acquisition, retention and upgrade
• Donor and member data analytics

• Creative best practices
• Campaign strategy
• Multi-channel marketing

Thursday,
September 12, 2019
1:00 - 2:00pm CDT

Register at
bit.ly/ggvirtualopenhouse

Anna McNulty
Gabriel Group
3190 Rider Trail South
Earth City, MO 63045-1518

Call Anna at 314.743.5796 or email  
anna.mcnulty@gabrielgroup.com  
to talk to us about how we can help  
your nonprofit thrive.

We look forward to hearing from you!  
If you’re interested in learning more, please fill out this form
and email it to anna.mcnulty@gabrielgroup.com or mail to:

mailto:laura.vechiarella@gabrielgroup.com?subject=Follow Up - Summer 2019 Newsletter
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3 Ways to Avoid One-Dimensional Membership

Sparrow Stories
As a marketing partner to nonprofits for over 30 years, we know what it takes to produce amazing results: impactful 
stories that move people to act. We’ve also been a different kind of partner to nonprofits for the past 12 years … through 
our Pay-It-Forward program, we have challenged ourselves to raise at least $10,000 every single year to help a small, 
local nonprofit in our area that needs some extra love, and, of course, some additional funding.

This year, that organization is Sparrow’s Nest Maternity Home. Below you will find three stories of women whose lives 
have been improved because of Sparrow’s Nest’s mission to empower young moms and their children to realize their 
full potential.

Maya contacted Sparrow’s Nest while she was pregnant with her second son. She was living in a trailer with no 
electricity and holes in the ceiling and floor. After moving into the Maternity Home, she was able to focus on her 
education. A mere 48 hours after giving birth to Baby Elijah, Maya graduated with her GED. She immediately pursued 
and completed a Certified Nursing Assistant program. Maya started her first job at a nursing home not long after, 
thanks to the opportunity Sparrow’s Nest granted her to kickstart her career while raising her sons. 

Haven is the mother of a two-year-old girl, Faith. When Haven moved into the Sparrow’s Nest, she was pregnant, 
reeling from several altercations with her mother, on probation for assault and battery and without a home. Drama 
and distractions were replaced with healthy, positive activities like fishing, sewing and baking. With each month that 
passed, Haven learned communication skills and coping strategies to improve her relationships with others and herself. 
Sparrow’s Nest gave Haven peace she didn’t know was possible.  

Keisha grew up without a loving family. When she found out she was pregnant, she was living in a van. When 
Keisha got to the maternity home, she was determined to have a healthy pregnancy, and eventually gave birth to 
a healthy baby boy! Karson was the first child born into their family at a healthy birth weight and not premature. 
She is now working in the early childhood field to learn more about how to be the best parent possible and give 
to all the children she interacts with the childhood she was not able to experience.

Winged Words
Friend,

We aren’t like many other marketing companies out there, and that’s something we take pride in here at Gabriel Group. Let 
me tell you why.

Unlike others in the industry, we’ve made a conscious decision to not only specialize in partnering with nonprofits, but other 
organizations as well. From financial service institutions to manufacturing companies and even casinos, our client base 
stretches far and wide across the country. 

Now let me explain why this helps us serve you better and more holistically.

Our background in the printing industry not only makes us knowledgeable about how to get your mail out the door 
accurately and on time, but it also ensures that your pieces are the absolute best quality they can be every single time. While 
we recommend the right strategies to get your marketing materials created, we also know exactly how to run each and 
every component through our Buskros, iGens and inserters, while checking each CMYK shade and PMS color along the way 
(pardon the jargon).

Additionally, our work in the broader marketing world has given us a unique kind of view when it comes to managing client 
communications. Although your message at your organization is specific to the idea of charitable giving, we also understand 
that donors are still people. Our exposure both inside and outside of the nonprofit industry has translated into a kind of 
experience that our partners can only describe as comprehensive, and, of course, full-service as well.

As the founder of our amazing company, I couldn’t be prouder of what we’ve been able to accomplish over the last 
36 years, but more importantly the number of people we’ve been able to help through our position as experts in the 
marketing industry. If you ever have questions on where we’ve been or where we’re going, don’t hesitate to give me a call at 
314.743.5703 or shoot me an email at art.kerckhoff@gabrielgroup.com. If you haven’t been able to tell, I’m quite the talker, 
but I promise I’m a good listener too. 

All my best,

YOU KNOW THE TYPE ALL TOO WELL: the 
transaction-based, “I’m in it for the deal” kind of 
member. Their relationship with your organization 
is as deep as a kiddie pool and their motivation 
comes down to a monetary advantage. So … how 
do you spark the inspiration to move these people 
towards a philanthropic, mission-driven 
membership? Read on for three tried and 
true tricks of the trade.

 IT ALL STARTS WITH AN INVITE 
... AND A CALLING. The three most 
powerful words in membership … “Save money now”? 
“Come visit us”? “We miss you”? Nope. “You belong 
here.” Even for those members who are smart enough 

to spot an investment that will pay off in the long 
run, the reason to become a member always remains 
the same: the experience. So paint the picture for 
them and explain to them why they belong at your 
organization. Whether it’s the once-in-a-lifetime 
exhibit coming this fall or the chance to watch  
a newborn giraffe learn and grow, make your  
invite personal, moving and profound to create  
a connection from the start.

 FOSTER A SENSE OF COMMUNITY 
(BOTH FIGURATIVELY AND LITERALLY). 
Making your members feel like they’re 
a part of something bigger is vital in 
converting them from fans to advocates. 

This is where our second favorite m-word comes into 
play: mission. From conservation to beautification to 
cultural education, you and your organization operate 
on a broader goal. Integrate your members into that 
objective and you can’t go wrong. 

*Bonus idea: Create a joint membership program with 
other organizations in your city to promote community 
over competition for next-level collaboration!

 ASK FOR THEIR OPINION AND LET THEM 
OWN THE CONVERSATION. By surveying 
your members at least once every three years, 
you’ll get the opportunity to get their thoughts, 
feelings, concerns and ideas for improvement 
directly from them. What’s more personal than that? 
Make sure to include your lapsed members in order to 
discover trends and reasoning for those members who 

have chosen not to renew in order to understand  
how to get them back and avoid the same mistakes  
in the future.

Settling for low quality members is for the birds. While 
you as a membership organization will always have 
those individuals and families who might just be in it 
for the good financial sense your membership makes, 
don’t take them at face value. By working to upgrade, 
cultivate and connect with your one-dimensional 
members, your program can take on a successful, 
thriving life of its own … and, of course, increased 
revenue for your organization. 

Interested in learning more? Reach out to our Vice 
President of Membership Marketing, Dana Hines, at 
dana.hines@gabrielgroup.com or 314.771.4664 x 105.   

mailto:dana.hines@gabrielgroup.com?subject=Follow Up - Summer 2019 Newsletter
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